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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

CONSTITUTIONALLY NULL AND VOID
pResidency
March 09, 2015 – Barry Soetoro Era 2009 - ?: A Constitutionally NULL AND VOID
“presidency” Founded Upon A Legacy of Lies
If no one in America's legal community can prove the following statements to be
verifiably irrefutably 100% false, then they stand on their own as FACT, and,
therefore, Americans have existed under NULL AND VOID GOVERNANCE since
January 21, 2009:
1. The supreme law of the land since 1787 is the US Constitution. All Americans can
either abide by or formally amend this document, but no American citizen or noncitizen resident can legally ignore or over-ride its existence as the supreme law of the
land, for any reason or for any circumstance.
2. Every legal American citizen has an inalienable right, a need and a duty to know
the full identity and life history of any presidential candidate and any incumbent
president, since that person may be the sole keeper of the keys to America's nuclear
arsenal et al. Any Secretary of State during the 2008 and 2012 general elections who
knowingly allowed any questionable or evidently non-eligible presidential candidate
to be on its state ballot without applying any vetting effort, actually worked to ensure
that voters would be denied ballot integrity.
3. Any president of the United States must be "a natural-born Citizen" (not "Citizen",
not "native-born Citizen" and not "naturalized Citizen" et al), that being a person born
on American jurisdiction or soil of an American citizen father and American citizen
mother at time of birth. The Framers deliberately included this phrase, this standard,
to avoid having a Commander-in-Chief possessing innate anti-American foreign
sympathies; however, we now see after six years of his actions that we have a
president "who doesn't love America..." http://www.scribd.com/doc/48856102/All-US-Presidents-Eligibility-Grandfather-Clause-Natural-Born-Citizen-Clause-or-Seated-byFraud
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4. Barry Soetoro, aka Barack Hussein Obama, can never be a "natural-born Citizen",
thus, for the first time in America's history, Americans must rely on humanity's
Internet knowledge to confirm that they are governed by a non-Constitutional
president whose every action since his first day in office on January 21, 2009 is
Constitutionally NULL AND VOID.
5. On August 28, 2008 Rep. Nancy Pelosi and the leaders of the Democratic National
Convention et al knowingly endorsed a non-Constitutional presidential candidate,
Barry Soetoro.
6. Since August 28, 2008, all 535 members of Congress have consciously denied the
full life history and full identity of Barry Soetoro from some 318,000,000 legal
American citizens. Congress, led by Speaker Boehner, has knowingly funded a nonConstitutional president, Barry Soetoro, with trillions of American tax dollars. Since
it is non-Constitutional for any Congressperson (who, being temporarily empowered
by the consent of legal American citizens and under a solemn oath to abide by and
defend the US Constitution) to use Executive Order 13489 and other things to
actively and knowingly deny the full identity of a non-Constitutional president, Barry
Soetoro, to all legal American citizens, then, therefore, all actions by Congress since
January 21, 2009 are also Constitutionally NULL AND VOID.
Governor Abbott is courageously attempting to terminate executive-memo-amnestyanarchy-without-borders and I, and so many others, support him all the way! Yet I
believe any executive order by Barry Soetoro and his top cop Contempt-of-CongressKook (COCK) Holder is NULL AND VOID right from the get go, based on my six (6)
observations of reality listed above!
Our federal government is out of control with our tax dollars
http://www.usdebtclock.org/. It can only be rescued when We the People peacefully
rise up from subjects to Citizens and rationally supervise a thoroughly-corroded
Congress. The first step is this healthy remodeling effort, that may go on further to
bring us an American Renaissance in the infancy of the 21st Century, is for the US
House Sergeant at Arms, accompanied by several Congresspersons, to arrest/fully
identify/imprison Muslim Brotherhood Member Counterfeit presIDent SoetoroObama.
Insanity is no longer an option for Congress; complicity is no longer an option for We
the People!
JONATHAN DAVID MOOERS, PE (MA, ME, NH, NY, RI), Fellow and Life Member-American Society of Civil
Engineers, MBA, LT (Ret.) US Army Corps of Engineers, Grandparent
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